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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we present a unified analysis of two block Krylov subspace meth- 
ods based on the block Arnoldi procedure on a real nonsymmetric matrix A. We 
show that matrix polynomials can be the appropriate tool for analyzing the con- 
vergence of Jordan Ritz pairs when A is not diagonalizable. We also prove that 
analogous arguments can be used for studying the convergence properties of a 
linear system solver that minimizes the residual norm on the generated Krylov 
subspace (BGMRES). Known results for single Krylov subspace methods can 
be naturally generalized to the block setting, explicitly demonstrating how the 
presence of blocks can influence the convergence of the method at hand. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a square matr ix  A of dimension N,  we are interested in the 
convergence analysis of i terat ive methods based on the block Krylov sub- 
space defined as KIn(A,  V (°)) = span{V(°),AV(°),..., Am- IV(° )} ,  where 
V (°) E R Nxs. The block Arnoldi  procedure [1, 3] generates an orthonor-  
mal basis •m E R Nxrns of Km(A, V (0)) and an upper Hessenberg matr ix  
7-tin E R (m+l)~x'~s such that  
AV,~ = 1)m+l?~m. (1) 
Two problems that  can be addressed by using the relat ion (1) are the 
following: 
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1. Eigenvalue problem: The eigenpairs of ~,~ := [Ims, O]7-/m approxi- 
mate the spectral components of A. The approximation is particu- 
larly satisfactory on those eigenvalues laying on the outer part of the 
spectrum of A [16]. The principal reason for using a computation- 
ally expensive block approach is that it allows detection of multiple 
eigenvalues, where the single vector iteration fails [3]. The problem 
has been thoroughly investigated for A symmetric by means of block 
Lanczos-type algorithms [6, 9, 14, 16]. A first difficulty in the conver- 
gence analysis of the nonsymmetric case is that the known results for 
the symmetric ase can be rarely generalized to the block nonsym- 
metric setting. Recent contributions are those of Sadkane [18] and 
Jia [7]. 
2. Linear systems: Given B c R N×s and a first approximation X (°), an 
approximate solution X (m) to the system AX = B in KIn(A,  V (°)) 
with minimum residual norm can be determined by solving a least- 
squares problem with T/m, where V (°) = B - AX  (°) [20, 22, 27]. 
The resulting algorithm (BGMRES) is a natural extension to multi- 
ple right-hand sides of the method of Saad and Schultz [17]. A first 
analysis of the convergence properties of BGMRES was proposed in 
[21]. There, matrix polynomials were used to show that some of the 
convergence r sults known for s = 1 can be formally extended to the 
block case. 
The aim of this paper is the presentation of a unified treatment of the 
two block Krylov subspace methods cited above. We show that matrix 
polynomials can be the appropriate tool for anMyzing the convergence of
Jordan pairs when A is not diagonalizable. This is carried out by expressing 
the a priori error in terms of the distance between clusters of Ritz values 
and the corresponding Jordan matrices. We also demonstrate that analo- 
gous arguments can be used for studying the convergence properties of the 
linear system solver. In this setting, results known for the single right-hand 
side case can be naturally generalized and described for s > 1, and the 
advantages of the presence of blocks can be readily appreciated. In this 
work we are not interested in an algorithmic investigation, for which full 
details can be found in the references cited above. However, the proposed 
results can give insights in analyzing expected experimental results. 
The paper is organized as follows. Matrix polynomials are introduced 
and some known results that will be used in the sequel are summarized. 
In Section 2 a generalization of properties of Ritz and pseudo-Ritz pairs in 
terms of matrix polynomialS is discussed. In particular, the notion of roots 
of matrix polynomials is introduced, which is used in Section 3 for charac- 
terizing the convergence of the Arnoldi procedure. In Section 4 pseudo-Ritz 
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values are analyzed in detail, in connection to the block system solver cited 
above. By defining a modification of A, convergence r sults for the system 
solver can be stated in terms of roots of adeguate matrix polynomials. 
The following notation is used. Unless stated otherwise, for matrix X = 
(xi,j) E C n×m the Frobenius norm IIX[I 2 = Y]j=I ~i=l Ixi,J[ 2 is used for 
matrices and vectors. IIX[[2 instead denotes the spectral norm associated 
to X. We denote by D the nilpotent matrix associated with a Jordan block 
J and eigenvalue A, that is, J = h i  + D. Moreover, A(A) is the set of 
eigenvalues of A; the Krylov subspace KIn(A, V (°)) is denoted by Kin. The 
scalars al <_ -.. _< an represent the nonzero singular values of a rank n 
matrix, and O'mi n and area× are the smallest and largest singular values. 
0s, Is are the zero and identity square matrices, respectively; subscript will 
be avoided when possible. Matrix E T = [0~,...,  Is,. . . ,  0s] is a section of the 
identity matrix, with nonzero ith block, and e~ is the vector corresponding 
to the ith column of the identity matrix. 
Matrix polynomials usually arise in connection to the solution of differ- 
ential and difference quations [5]. More recently, they have been found to 
be a useful tool in other areas, such as spectral theory of doubly infinite 
Jacobi matrices [23]. Given matrices ~0... ,~m E R sx~, a matrix polyno- 
m mial is defined as q~m(;~) = ~i=0 ;~i~i, with A E C. Let Pm,s be the space 
of such polynomials. A matrix polynomial (I)m is called regular if its lead- 
ing coefficient ~rn is nonsingular. Throughout he paper we assume that 
KIn(A, V (°)) has full-rank ms so that the polynomial associated to the 
method is regular. The notion of monic and comonic polynomials are nat- 
urally extended; thus ~5 m is monic if its leading coefficient is the identity 
matrix, and Cr~ is comonic if ~m(0) = Is. In the following, Pm,s denotes, 
the subset of Pm,s of comonic matrix polynomials. 
The application of matrix polynomials to matrices of different order is 
made possible by using the operator 'o', defined as [8] 
~m(A) oX:= f iA~X~,,  with XcR Nxs, AER NxN. 
i=0  
A matrix V E R N×s belonging to Km(A,V  (°)) can be written as V = 
~m- l (A)  o V (°), with ~m-1 E Pm- l ,s .  We refer to a Jordan pair of ~5m E 
Pm,~ as a pair (Z,Y) E R k×k x 1~ kxs that satisfies ~m(Z) oY  = 0; note 
that this generalizes the definition of left Jordan pair given in [5]. 
The next theorem summarizes results in [21, Theorems 3.2 and 3.4] 
with the notation that is used in this paper. We first recall that the s- 
pseudospectrum of a matrix A is defined as Ae(A) := {~ E C : ~ eigen- 
value of A + E, with [IEII < s}. L~ is the arc length of the boundary 
of A~(A). Moreover, for any set S, we define ]]ggmlls = suP~E$ II~m(~)[I. 
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The e-pseudospectrum was employed in [25] to determine upper bounds of 
residuals when using strongly nonnormal matrices. 
THEOREM 1.1 [21]. Let V = (bin(A) o V (°) with V (°), V E R Nxs, A • 
R NxN, and ~m • Pm,s. Let also a(U) -= [[U[[ [IU-11[. 
(i) I rA  = U-1AU, with A = diag(A1,... ,AN), then 
IlVII _< ~(U)v"NII~IIAIIV(°)II. 
(ii) I rA  is not diagonalizable, then IlVll _ L~/2~II~mlIA.{A)IIV(°)II. 
We also mention a simple property of matrix polynomials that facilitates 
their use when applying the operator o. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let ffArn C Pm,s and let U E C Nxk  and J E C kxk be such 
that AU = UJ. Then for any n E N, and ~ E R kxn 
~m(A) o (Us) = U{m(J)  o ~. 
Pwof. The result immediately follows from the expansion of ~m(A) o 
(Ua) in terms of coefficients of ~m and using AiU = UJ  i. • 
2. CONSIDERATIONS ON MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we show that spectral components of matrix polynomi- 
als find a counterpart when analyzing orthogonal projection methods for 
eigenvalue problems. Throughout he paper we assume that the approxi- 
mated Jordan pair of A has nonzero projection on the generated Krylov 
subspace. 
The equality (1) can be written in polynomial form as [8, 21] 
.~Pm- l (~)  ~-~ Pm-l(~)'~m Jr-~gm(/~))Crn+l,m ET, (2) 
where Pm-l(~) :---= [¢0(~) ,¢1( ,~) , . . . ,¢m-1( ,~) ] ,  ¢i e Pi,s, ¢i monic, and 
7-/m = {Xi,j}ij, Xi,j E R s×~. Note that for Vm+l full rank, Xm+l,m is 
nonsingular. Any element belonging to K m can  be written as a linear com- 
bination of the polynomials {¢i}i=0 ..... m-t.  
From (2) it is evident hat A is an eigenvalue of 7~r~, that is, det(7~m - 
AI) -= 0, if and only if det(¢m(A)) -- 0. The A's that satisfy det(¢m(A)) = 0 
are called the latent roots of Cm [5]. Due to the size of era, its latent roots 
may have maximum geometric multiplicity equal to s; in particular, the 
latent roots of Cm coincide with the Ritz values of A associated to Kin. 
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We refer to [3] for a comprehensive treatment of multiple Ritz values using 
block Krylov methods. 
A root of the matrix polynomial ~,~ is a matrix Z E C *x* such that 
~ra(Z) = O. ~'m may have at most m roots, counting multiplicity. The 
connection between roots and latent roots can be appreciated by observing 
that the latent roots of ~m are eigenvalues of a certain Z. 
The residual of a block minimum residual procedure can be written as 
R (m) = ~m(A) o V(°), where/l~m E Pr~,s is the residual polynomial. If the 
Krylov subspace has full rank, the latent roots of ~m solve the modified 
~-T  T eigenvalue problem (7~m + £-.m)U = .Xu, where L:m = T/,~ h~+lhm+l, in 
which h~+l = ET+lT-lm [21]. For the connection with the pseudospectrum, 
we adopt the name of pseudo-Ritz values for the latent roots of ~,~ [10]; we 
return to this in Section 4. See also [13, 24] for a different representation. 
If J is the Jordan matrix corresponding to an eigenvalue ,kof 7-/m, then 
there exists a matrix Y such that ( J ,Y)  is a Jordan pair of ~m, so that 
~m(J) o Y = O, where Y represents a chain of generalized eigenvectors 
associated to ,k [5]. This assures that for m large enough there exists ~, ,  E 
Pm,s such that ~m(A) o V (°) = 0. Consequently, in exact arithmetic the 
linear system iteration scheme associated with Km has finite termination. 
Given a Ritz pair (ui,#i), for s = 1, the vector ui can be written as 
~t i = OeCm_l(A)V (0), where a E C and ¢,~(A) = Cm-l(k)(,k - #,) [19]. 
A natural question is whether this property can be generalized to a block 
Ritz pair (Z,Y) of A corresponding to a Jordan pair of ¢,~ in (2). The 
following proposition affirmatively answers this question. To this end, we 
observe that if the latent roots of gPm coincide with the eigenvalues of ~,~, 
then (~m, El)  is a Jordan pair of ~sm. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Cm be such that det(¢,~(;~)) = det(,~I - 7~,~), with 
9Qm = [Ims,0]7-/m and AV,,~ = Vm+l~m. Moreover, let Z E C sxs and 
Y E C msx* be such that 7-troY = YZ .  Then for some c~ E C ~x* 
VmYcg = Cm-l(A) o V (°), 
where  dt)m()~ ) ~- ()~I - Z)(~m_l()~ ).
Proof. Letting e(,k) = (,~I - Z) we have OA(7~,~ ) o Z = 0. (7~m, E,)  is 
a Jordan pair of q~m, and using Cm(,~) = O(,X)¢m-1(k), 
0 : ~gm(~m) o E 1 : O(~Qm) o ((~m_l(~'~m) o E 1 ), 
from which, for some c~ E C sxs, Yc~ = Cm-l(7~m) o El. Noting that 
AkV~E1 --k = VmT-~mE 1 for k < m, the result follows. [] 
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Let A be an eigenvalue of A. It is of interest o analyze the problem 
min [[hI - ZI[, (3) 
Z root  of e#~, 
where ~)m E Pro,8 is determined by the chosen method. For the rest of this 
work, we assume that Z has block Jordan form; in particular Z -- zl ~. •. 
zt, where each zi is a Jordan block of size ui associated to #i E A(Z). Sup- 
pose this is not the case, and let Z = XZX -1 represent the Jordan form of 
Z and ~m(Z) = 0; then ~m(Z) -- 0 with ~m(A) = X~(A)X -1. Moreover, 
A 
let ai and ~i, i -- 0 , . . . ,  m be the matrix coefficients of (I)m and era, respec- 
tively. Then, rbm(A)oV(°) = ~m(A)oV(°) X -1X  = ~im=o AiV(°) X - la ix  = 
Y'~i'n_o AiV(°)~i = ~m(A) o V(°). On the other hand, all results we present 
in the sequel will depend on the condition number of X, as 
l iar - Zll _<  (x)liAI - 21i. 
Using the known results of perturbation theory [3], it can be shown that 
there exists C such that IA - ~] < C[[AI - Z[[, where ~ is the arithmetic 
mean of the eigenvalues of Z; see also [19]. A more precise result can be 
derived by using the Jordan structure of Z: 
1 
min [A- #~l -< ~] [A I -  Zll. (4) 
u~A(Z) Vs 
Inequality (4) follows from 
t t t 
IIAI-ZHI 2=~l lA I - z i ] l  2_>~ui i  A -# i l  2> min ]A-#i l  2~v i .  
i----1 /=1 ~EA(Z)  i=1 
For any eigenvalue #i of Z the following less sharp bound can be deter- 
mined: 
The estimate above, together with an error bound for HA1 - Z[[, can be 
used to evaluate the quality of the approximation to the eigenvalues of 
A. As shown later, however, block methods naturally determine bounds for 
IIAI-Z[[, which illustrates that this is the distance that the block approach 
tends to minimize. This also justifies the use of block algorithms for seeking 
multiple eigenvalues. 
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3. CONVERGENCE OF RITZ VALUES 
The apparatus built so far allows us to generalize in a natural manner 
known results on the a priori error for eigenvalues to the block setting. 
A first successful generalization was proposed by Jia in [7]. There, the 
distance between each Ritz vector and the eigenvector of A corresponding 
to an eigenvalue of multiplicity s was bounded by a mini-max problem over 
scalar polynomials and over the set of n - s eigenvalues not associated with 
that eigenpair. To do that, A was assumed to be diagonalizable. Here we 
release this condition as, by means of matrix polynomials, Jordan blocks 
can be treated explicitly, and we show that a similar result to that in 
[7] can be stated. On the other hand, we need to assume that all Jordan 
blocks of the sought eigenvalue have smaller dimension than the block size 
s of V (°). However, we note that this is also required when implementing 
the block Arnoldi algorithm [3, 18]. In practical situations this can be a 
restrictive condition, since the multiplicity of an eigenvalue is not usually 
known beforehand. A satisfactory strategy for detecting the best size of the 
starting matrix is still to be developed. 
Throughout his section we consider the case s = size(J), where J is 
a Jordan matrix of A. Nonetheless, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 also hold for 
clusters of Jordan pairs, grouped so that the total size of the resulting 
block be equal to the number of columns of V (°). This justifies the use of 
the block approach when A has distinct but clustered eigenvalues. 
We first need this lemma, which is a natural extension of the result given 
in [15]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (J, F)  be a Jordan pair of A of size s. Given V (°) E 
R Nxs, let 7rm be the orthogonal projector onto Krn(A, V(°)). Then 
II(AmTrmF - ¢r.~FJ)lI ~ ~ l l ( I  - ¢r~)FII, 
where Am = rcmATrm and ~/m = 117rmA( I - :rm)ll. 
Proof. We have AmTrmF - 7rmFJ = 7r,~(ATrmF - F J) .  Writing ATrmF 
= AF  - A ( I  - 7rm)F yields AnmF - F J  = -A( I  - 7rr~)F, from which the 
result follows. • 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ( J , F )  be a Jordan pair of A of size s. Given the 
Krylov subspaee Km(A,V  (°)) with V (°) C a Nxs, let G e span{V (°)} be 
such that FTG = Is. Then for  any E > 0 there exists a constant C = 
C(G,~)  such that 
I1(1 - ~m)Fll <_ C min IlqllA~(j), (5) 
q¢ EP, , , -  1,.~ 
•(J)=l 
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where J is such that 
is the Jordan matr ix of A. 
Proof. Consider U E Kin, U = ~5(A)o G, with (I) E Pm- l , s ,  ~(A) = 
m- 1 ~=0 Airi, such that ~5(J) is invertible; since J has size s, matr ixq) ( J )  is 
property defined. Define also F to be the Jordan basis such that AF = F J ,  
F • F is a basis for C N, and span(F) N span(F) = {0}. Letting G = 
F + F~, it follows that 
U = ¢(A) oF  + ~(A) o(FS) .  
From Lemma 1.1 and AF = F J ,  we have ~(A)oF  = F~5(J). Analogously, 
~b(A) o (F'~) = F ,~( J )o  ~. Hence U = Fg2( J )+ T '~( J )  o ~, from which 
U~( J )  -1 - F = F(~b(J) o 8)~b(J) -~. Letting U := U~( J )  -~, 
[ l ( I -Tr ,~)F[ [= rain I IU -F [ [= min [l?(~(ff) o~)~( J ) - l l l .  (6) 
UcK,, ~CP ..... 1.~ 
Define • E Pm- l , s ,  kO(A) m-1 = Y~i=_.O Ai'~i' with Ti = Ti~(J) -1, and note 
that  a2(J) = Is. It follows that (~( J )  o G)~( j ) - I  = ~=oj i~T i~b( j ) - i  = 
~( J )  o ~. Therefore [IF((I)(J) o ~)qs( j ) - l I [  < [[l~l[ l~(j)  o ~ll-Finally, 
using Theorem 1.1, relation (6) becomes 
I1(I - ~rm)Fll ~ C min II~]IA~(j), tPEP .... 1..~ 
q,(J)=t 
with C = (L~/27r~)[IFI[ ]]~lI. 
We observe that the hypothesis FTG = Is could be relaxed. 1 In par- 
ticular, the less strict condition FTG = a, with a E C sxs nonsingular 
would be sufficient. In the proof the constant C would then be defined as 
C = (L~/2~r~)IIFll I[~H Ila-l[I. 
The theorem above generalizes the known property to the case of s > 1 
and A nondiagonalizable [7, 15]. In practice, Theorem 3.1 states that the 
approximation will depend on the magnitude of the norm of q2 on the 
unwanted section of the pseudospectrum of A. 
1We thank M. Sadkane for pointing that out. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 3.1, let Z c 
C s×s satisfying ~mY = YZ,  with Y = 7r.~FIi~,, ' . Then 
where ~2(TrmF) = Crmin('rrmF)- 10-] (rcmF). 
I I ( I  - ~-, ,~)FI I  
II~.,FII ' 
Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 3.1, we can write Vm(7~mY - 
Y J )  = AmTrmF - 7r,~FJ. Moreover, ~mY - Y J  = Y(Z  - J)  and 
]lJ - Z l l2Omin(Y  ) ~ I [~m](  -- Y J I I ,  
since N" [i2 <_ li" LI. 
Relations II f - Z [I -< v~ii f - Z II 2 and Omin (Y)-  lol (Y)ol (Y) -  ] _< Ol (Y) 
~mi.(Y)- lv~l lYLi  -1 yield 
s "2(Y) ~ Y -Y J I I .  I I J -  ZLI ¢ IIYIf . . . .  
From Lemma 3.1 the claim follows. • 
Using the definition of Frobenius norm and the fact that J = AI + D, 
it holds that 
II z - "k i l l  -< II z - J l l .  (7 )  
Combining (7) with the result of Theorem 3.2 yields the sought relation 
for the eigenvalue of A, namely 
IIZ - ;~Zll <_ c rain II'I'ItA~(~), (s) 
q~EP,,, - 1.., 
~(J)=I 
where C = C(G,  ¢, m,  s) with G as chosen in Theorem 3.1. Together with 
(4), the bound (8) gives the best approximation from the given root Z. 
4. ON THE RESIDUAL POLYNOMIAL 
It was shown in [21] that the residual R (m) = B - AX  (m) corresponding 
to a minimum residual block method satisfies (cf. Theorem 1.1) 
L~ 
IIR(m)ll _< ~--~llR(°/il min Ile.~llA~(a)- (9) 
(9,,, CP ...... 
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Using the results of the previous section, we present a different approach 
for evaluating the norm of the residual. We mentioned in Section 2 that 
the latent roots of the residual matrix polynomial are pseudo-Ritz values 
of A; more specifically, they are Ritz values of the matrix [13, 21] 
AL = A + L, L = ~m£.,~)2 T, 
where £m is as defined in Section 2. The norm of the residual can therefore 
be expressed in terms of the Jordan components of AL. A recent analysis 
on the convergence of single iterative methods in connection with the clus- 
tering of the spectrum of A was done in Campbell et al. [2]; see also [26]. 
We start by observing that 
Km(AL,  R (°)) = Km(A, R(°)), 
which implies that by replacing A with AL we only select different arget 
eigenpairs while we keep working with the same subspace. Moreover, it 
holds that R (m) = (I)m(A) o R (°) = ~Pm(AL) o R (°). We also note that from 
IIAL -- All2 = 115112 = I1£m112 and the definition of £m, it follows that 
am x( m)llXm+l,mH2 <_ IIAL --All 2 <_ 
For ms = N it holds that Xm+l,m ---- 0, which ensures that AL = A. 
On the other hand, the left-hand inequality implies that IIAL -- All2 may 
be large for ms < N. In spite of that, the fact that the eigenpairs of 
7-/m + £m tend to approximate the eigenvalues of AL suggests that it may 
be more appropriate to analyze the convergence of X (m) with respect o 
AL rather than to A. This consideration is in agreement with the recent 
theory for which the convergence of a minimum residual method is driven 
by the behavior of the associated residual polynomial on certain lemniscates 
rather than on the spectral region of A [4, 12]. Moreover, AL represents 
one particular selection in (9) among all matrices whose eigenvalues belong 
to A~(A), with ~ --IILII. 
The results of the previous section can be used in this context. More 
specifically, in the following we bound the norm of the residual in terms of 
the quantity IIAI - ZII , where Z is a root of the residual polynomial (I)m 
and A e A(AL). A matrix Y can be determined so that the pair (Z, Y) be 
a Jordan pair of 7~m + £m; therefore, the norm IIAI - Z]] estimates the 
approximation to A and thus determines the rate of convergence. 
Before stating the main result of this section, we need to recall that 
the pth derivative of (I)m C Pm,s is written as (I)~) and is intended to be 
done elementwise; as natural extension of the scalar case, (I)(m p)()~) = 0 for 
p > m [11]. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let )~1,.. . ,  )~p be the eigenvalues of AL with Jordan 
pairs (J~,U~), i = 1, . . . ,p  of size d~, V = [Vt,...,Up]. Let R (m) be the 
residual generated by a block minimum residual method. Then 
IIR(m) ll < v/-~(U) IIR(°) H 
OmEP .... i=l,...,p \n=0 
) 1/2 
(10) 
Proof. Let ~m(A) = (qj,k(A))j,k=l,s, with {qj,k} scalar polynomials of 
maximum degree m, such that qjj(0) = 1 and qj,k(0) = 0, for j ,k  = 
1,. . . ,s ,  k ¢ j. Note that ~m(AL) E R N~×Ns and that ~m(A) = ~m(A) 
for A E C, with Om E Pm,s. R (m) is determined by a minimum residual 
method, so we can write 
ILR(m)[I < ILR(°)ll min IIq2m(AL)N. (11) 
qj, k 
Moreover, 
P 
11ffArn(AL)ll 2 = £ IlqJ,k(AL)]l 2 <_ ~(g) 2 ~ ~ IlqJ,k(Ji)ll 2 
j,k=l j,k=l i=1 
P 
= ~(g)2~--~ l[~r.(Ji)[I 2 _< p~(g) 2 max II~m(Jdll 2. 
i=l,...,p i=l 
From the definition of ~,~ it follows that 
d, - I  (ff2(mnX.~i) .n~ 
~m(Ji) = ~ ® where Ji = Ai I+ Di. (12) 
n=O ~ n! ~ ] ' 
Therefore, [l~m(Ji)ll 2 < ~n:0  (1/(n!)2)llq~)(~dLI211D~ 2 and IID~ll 2 
d~ - n. Recalling that %n(A) = Ore(A) for X E C, 
d,-1 (d~ - n) 
min]lq~m(AL)ll 2 <pg(V) 2 rain max ~ I}O~)(Xi)]l 2. (13) 
q.~,k -- OmEPm,~ i=l,...,p ~0= -(n~')2 
The result then follows from combining (11) and (13). 
Theorem 4.1 provides an upper bound for the relative residual in terms of 
derivatives of the polynomial. The equivalent result for each single system 
[4] would determine the minimizing polynomial over the subset of Pm,~ of 
diagonal matrix polynomials ~m(A) = diag(ql,l(A),..., q~,8(A)) yielding a 
bound that would be larger than that from the block approach. 
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We also observe that the relation (12) could be used to restate the result 
(8) in terms of derivatives of the matrix polynomials on the eigenvalues of
A corresponding to J, rather than by using the pseudospectrum. 
To better understand the meaning of Theorem 4.1 we need to explicitly 
represent the link between the roots of ¢5r~ and the eigenvalues of AL. 
Let ffk(A, ¢5m) := [(~m(/~), ~I)(r~l)(~),..., (I)(mk) (/~)/(k!)]. If Z is a root of (I) m 
of multiplicity ~, then 
• ~(A) = ~+1~(~)(~± - z),  l = 0 . . . ,  ~ - 1 
Moreover, ¢5(m/)(Z) = 0, for i = 0 , . . . ,  L,-1 and (r,5(m")(Z) ~ 0 [11]. We observe 
that Jordan blocks of different size associated to the same eigenvalue can 
be contained in distinct roots of ~,~. We can write 
&(A, ~m) = [~)(A)(AI  - Z) ~, ~}(~-I)(A) 
t .  
x (AI - Z) "- I  ~P~)(A) ~) (A) ]  (14) 
' " "  ~! " " '  k! J '  
Obviously, 2:k(Z, ~m) = [0,. . . ,  0, (4~(m")(Z)/t'!),..., (~) (Z) /k ! ) ] .  We can 
reformulate (10) taking into account he presence of multiple roots of ~m. 
We first observe that 
min max ~-n~ ff IlO~)(Ai)ll 
OmEP . . . .  A IcA(AL)  \n=0 
< min max (d i l I~(<_ , ) (A .O~) l l~)  '/~ 
O,,~EP ..... A iEA(AL)  
Suppose that Om solves the mini-max problem in (10) and let Z be a root 
of Om of multiplicity u. From (14) we have 
][~'(d'-~)(A~'Om)ll u nZ=__01]n! "~ 
d i -1  
+ X ±eln~r)'~ll= 
n=,, n! m"  "Jl] 
~,-1 2 
< ~ 2o("-~)(a~) I l aa -z l l  ~(~-~) (15) 
- -  'n !  tr~ 
n=O 
di -- 1 2 
n~v 
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The magnitude of II~d~_l(Ai, Om)ll depends on the distance of Z from 
the eigenvalue hi of AL. Moreover, the addend (16) will vanish if di < ~. 
The matrix 7-/m + £m has at most s Jordan blocks corresponding to the 
same eigenvalue; thus, for the root Z it holds v < s. Therefore, the method 
will be effective if the block size s is such that d~ < s for each Ai E A(AL), 
corroborating the argument of Section 3. 
5. FURTHER REMARKS 
From an algorithmic point of view, the results of the previous sections 
suggest hat the block approach can be appropriate when A has multiple 
or clustered eigenvalues, which generate invariant subspaces of maximum 
dimension s. In particular, it is evident hat a block method tends to min- 
imize the distance between the sought eigenvalue and a cluster of Ritz or 
pseudo-Ritz values, whereas the rate of convergence of the single Ritz value 
remains dependent on the eigenvalue multiplicity [3, 7]. 
The inequality in (15)-(16) implies that a method with variable block 
size can be very effective when AL~ and thus A, has eigenvalues whose 
multiplicity is not known a priori. An implementation following these lines 
has been recently proposed by Simon and Yeremin [20]. 
The necessity of low computational cost forces the implementation of
the restarted formulation of the analyzed methods. This consists of gen- 
erating a new block Krylov subspace with a suitably chosen starting ma- 
trix V (°), which contains the information generated by the previous sub- 
space of fixed dimension. The results above suggest that restarting will 
have a different effect on the two treated problems. In the eigenvalue set- 
ting, the new generated matrix polynomial will continue minimizing the 
unwanted part of the spectrum, while maintaing sizable values on the ap- 
proximated Jordan matrix. In the linear system solver case, this behavior 
can be less predictable. Indeed, clusters of eigenvalues may determine an 
unbalance in the minimization process, especially if the maximum Krylov 
subspace dimension allowed is small. Nonetheless, the study of the re- 
started formulation and of its effect on the method at hand is an open area 
of research. 
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